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JB Hi-Fi (JBH) 
Strong FY16 result, NPAT ahead of guidance

RESULTS FY15 FY16 CHANGE CONSENSUS 
BELL POTTER 

ESTIMATES COMMENTS 

Total Sales ($bn) 3.65 3.95 8.3%  SSS growth +5.4% (cycling +2.9%). 
Slightly ahead of ~$3.9bn guidance  

EBIT ($m) 199.4 221.2 10.1% 

Net Profit ($m) 136.5 152.2 11.5%  This is ahead of company guidance 
of $143-$147m. 

Final Dividend ( 
cents) 

31.0 37.0 19.4  ex 25 Aug, pay 9 Sep.  Full year 
dividend is up 11% to 100.0 cents 

 Sales held strong in 2H16 with SSS growth of +5.5% (cycling +7.4%). Australia SSS growth of +5.5% for the year (cycling
+3.1%). key contributing factors include: Hardware categories SSS +8.1% and software (14.1% of Aust. sales) SSS -7.6%.
New Zealand (NZ) improved with SSS growth of +4.4% for the year (cycling -4.5%).

 Stores: 9 new stores opened (5 of them HOME stores) and two closed in FY16. Target of 7 new stores openings and 5
conversions to HOME for FY17. 59 HOME stores at end-FY16 with target to reach 75 stores now in FY18 (previously in
FY17).

 EBIT margin at 5.6% vs pcp of 5.5% (ahead of BPe of 5.3%). Key components as follows

o Gross margin of 21.9% vs pcp of 21.9%

o CODB/rev was slightly down 1bps to 15.24% vs 15.25% in pcp (an improved result in 2H16 vs 1H16);

 Strong growth in July trading update benefiting from promotional activity: Total consolidated sales growth in July was
+13.4% (although cycling +7.6%); and SSS growth +9.5 (cycling +5.7%).

 Comments: A strong FY16 result driven by sales growth and firmer margin. CODB/rev much improved in 2H16 and a key
area of outperformance vs BPe. Key sales growth drivers was relatively broad based across hardware categories. Rollout of
small appliances into stores also provided SSS tailwinds.Software a declining part of sales mix (now only 14.1%) also
helping. Overall, strong execution in 2H16. JBH has successfully capitalised on sales opportunities from Dick Smith fall-out,
housing tailwinds and the conducive trading environment. Looking ahead, need to keep in mind arguably the easing of peak-
cycle housing turnover and the strong pcp sales numbers that need to be cycled.

Outlook: FY17 Guidance: Full year sales guidance of ~$4.25b (implying ~7.5% growth). No NPAT guidance provided. There was 
no further news in the result release regarding JBH’s bid for The Good Guys.  

Today’s share price reaction: Up 6.3% to  $29.09 (11.46 am). 

Recommendation: Sell rating likely to be maintained. Research report available tomorrow to Bell Potter clients. 
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